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Author's Note: In my dcctoral thesis - "Vasily Grossrra.n: '!he Gene
sis and Evolution of Heresy" (Univ. of Bristol, UK) -- I derronstrate
that the ideological, m::>ral, and intellectual crisis which culmina
ted in Life and Fate and Everything Flows began for Grossman in the
thirties, and was intensilied by his experiences at the front (1941
45) and by the public vilification he was subjected to in the post
war F€I'iod. 'l1ris excerpt on Grossrran and Tolstoy is fran the chap
ter "Concepts of War and Progress. "***

Throughout the Great Patriotic War (1941-45) Grossrran served as
a correspondent for the Army newspaper Krasnaia zvezda (Red Star) .
Hi.s wartinE sketches (cd1erki) achieved great success, and at the
height of the Stalingrad battle his frontline dispatches ~e avid
ly read by both soldiers and civilians. In addition, Grossman wrote
a number of stories which continue to enjoy critical approval. To
this period belong: ''Narcd beSSIrerten" ('ttle People are IIrmJrtal,
1942), rrStaryi uchitel'" ('n1e Old Teacher, 1942), and "Zhizn "' (Life,
1943) . In 1943 Grossman began work on Za pravoe delo (For a Just
Cause, 1943-52), which together with his rrasterpiece, ZhiznI i
sud 'ba (Life and Fate, 1960), provides the rrost CCtlplete and p:JWer
ful account of the Battle of Stalingrad available in SOViet war
literature.

Circumstances surrounding Grossman r s attempts to publish Life
and Fate in the SOViet Union can only be described as bizarre--:-
'!hey have been well documented by Voinovich, so a brief account
will be sufficient. 1 In OCtober 1960, Grossman sutmitted a copy of
the novel to the editorial roard of Znarnia, who in turn passed the
rranuscripts to the KGB; they responded by 1 arresting I all renaining
copies of the beck and seizing rough drafts, typing equipterlt and
carbon paper. Grossmm was told that publication would be post
poned for 250 years. While the author died in 1964, one copy es
caF€d the attention of the KGB and was snuggled to the West, where
extracts \liere serialised in Kontinent in the seventies. 2 In 1980
the full ~ssian version was published in Switzerland, and Soviet
p.ililication cane eight years later. 3

Since the end of World War ~, SOviet critics have actively
sought a successor to Tolstoy in the field of war literature. I.
Kuz 'michev berroaned the absence of any definitive chronicle of the
nation's trauma:

***Editor's Note: This excerpt, edited for reasons of space, repre
sents just one section of Frank Ellis' very interesting ~i
son of Tolstoy and Grossman. Readers who wish to see the c0m

plete chapter should contact the author directly.
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we still do not have our War and Peace, that main book,
which would tell us the whole truth about war. 4

'!he dertand arrong Soviet writers and critics for the 'rrain book' has
not diminished with the passage of time. When writers ~e surveyed
on the fortieth anniversary of the victory of Nazi GeDTany, large
nurrt>ers still expressed the hope of seeing the new War and Peace. 5
Grigory Baklanov, whose contribution to war literature is itself
considerable, unreservedly affinns the significance of Tolstoy:

Anything of v.crth Itt'lich has been created in SOviet war
literature, be it on the First World war, the Civil War
or the Great Patriotic War, is based on the Tolstoyan
tradition. 6

'Tolstoy' 5 writing (and it is v.crth errphasising that Baklanov does
not confine himself to war and Peace) creates a set of criteria
according to which all Soviet writers of war literature should be
judged. Elenents of this tradition are obvious in GrOSsm3Jl' s
prose. In both For a Just cause and Lile and Fate Grossman offers
us a broad palloram3. of a nation at war and shows how Russian na
tionalism was as decisive in Hitier r 5 demise as it was in the frus
tration of Napoleon's dreams. GrOSSIT'an, although nani.nally a non
canbattant, actively sought out and shared the dangers and priva
tions if those about whan he wrote. 'Ihi.s knowledge of VJa.r at the
! sharp end I is an essential feature of Grossrran I s realism. Gross-

rran I s highly successful Stalingrad sketches, of which there are
thirteen altogether, have been carpared to Tolstoy' 5 sevastopol
Stories:

Both describe the heroic pages of the nation's life
and both seek. Out those profound features of the na
tional character which have sh.a.vn thernselves during
these critical rrarents of history. 7

certain parallels do exist. Grossman's duties as a war correspond
ent at Stalingrad exfX)sed him to the same dangers as the troops:
Tolstoy, before being transferred to sevastopol had attempted to
prcduce a journ.al, a fact that is significant for the Sevastopol
Stories:

'!he elerrent of reportage,the eye-witness account, the
diary, the notes of a war correspondent ....nich we find
in 'Ihe Raid and '!he Woc:d-Felling, play an inportant
role in the three sevastop?l Stories.8

'!here are also sare najor differences. Although the internal re
percussions if the Cri.rrean c:anpaign were considerable, it cannot be
said that Tsarist Russia was in any grave danger of being overrun
by the British or French annies. In 1942, Russia was in a ITUCh
~rse situation. An entry in Grossrran' s notebook. for 1942 reflects
the sense of i..Itpendinq disaster: "we're done for. 'l11.e thief has
reached the heartland of our country. "9

'Ihe Stalingrad sketches fall naturally into t\o.O parts. ntis is



consistent with the tenacious and bitterly contested defensive phase
and the subsequent Soviet cOl.mter-attack launched on Noverrber 19,
1942. In this first phase, in keeping with its defensive charac
ter, GrOS5m3Jl seeks to derronstrate the carmibrent and resilience of
the Russian soldier. Typical of this aim are the sketches: "'nlrough
Olekhov' 5 Eyes", "Vlasov", "A Red AJ:my Man' 5 Soul", the various
portraits in "The Stalingrad Battle" and "'nle Direction of the Main
Blow". It is here that echoes of Tolstoy are nost pronounced. Sol
diers in Grossnan' s sketches energe as archetypes, yet they are
identifiable with living types and bear the stanp of 'veracity'
(pravdivost') .10

Concluding "Sevastopol in May", Tolstoy wrote that the hero 0:
his tale was the truth. 11 '!he manner is which writers have dealt
with the sordid and LU1g1arrorous aspects of war, not concentrating
exclusively on acts of bravery, has becoIre established as the IIOst
important criterion of the Tolstoyan tradition. GrOSSITaI1' s report
age does not enti.rely measure up to the severe standard set by Tol
stoy; overt criticisms of the military leadership are absent. Nor
do ~ find the grim detail of the casualty clearing-station. In
addition, a recent sbJdy of war correspondents has been less than
flattering aJ:xmt Grossrran I s journalism:

Grossman's literary style tended to be flCJ\t."€rY and
his dispatches of little use for the western corre
spondents hlmgry for the facts .12

HeM strong then is the kinship be~ the 5eVas'topol Stories and
the Stalingrad sketches? Like all war correspondents, Allied or
Axis, Grossman I s reports were subject to rigorous mili~ censor
ship (Tolstoy had his proble.'T1S with the censors as well). 3 Also,
it needs to be appreciated that Grossman covered the greater part of
the battle. '!he najority of western correspondents were not allowed
anywhere near the frontline until after the GeIman capitulation, and
then only under strict escort. Grossrran I s diaries and essays can
prise, therefore, a valuable, i£ ~t incClIlplete historical
source. As a literary source, they clearly nark the incunabula of
characters, scenes and thertES which are developed in greater detail
in For a Just cause and Life and Fate; themes first discussed in the
Sevastopol Stories had undergone a similar evolution in the creation
of War and Peace.

War repJrtage is rrore than just the presentation of factual evi
dence; i,t inevitably includes the reporter' s ~ressions and repre
sents a canbination of fact, analysis and description. SOre. critics
even see it as a distinct genre .11:1 Operating within the stringent
parameters of military censorship, Grossman concentrates the thrust
of his repJrting on personalities, their hopes and fears, norale and
the peculiarities of street fighting, what the conten'porary journal
ist v.u.lld refer to as 'colour pieces' .15 GrOSSITan IS rrain achieve
rrent in the Stalingrad cycle is the evocation of the defenders' spir
it. He wholeheartedly vindicates Tolstoy' 5 belief in the vital and
decisive role of rrorale, what Tolstoy calls the 'latent heat' (~
taia teplota) of the nation. 16
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'!he initial reception given For a Just Cause i.nplied a crnparison
with War and Peace. 'l'\o.O reviews referred to the ~rk as an 'epic'
(epopeia) .17 Grossrran was praised for his ccraprehensive depiction
of the war ,and the r strength of great realistic art' .18 But positive
canparisons with Tolstoy scon gave way to virulent, ideologically
centered criticism. '!he infanous campaign against Jewish doctors
....as under way, and this, carbined with Grossrtan' s teneency to specu
late in sensitive areas, provided the part-inspired hacks with plenty
of anm.m.ition. lID. article in Pravda by Mikhail Bubermov was espe
cially venarous; he attacked anyone in the Union of Writers who re
garded For a Just cause as the 'Soviet War and Peace' or an 'encyclo
pedia of Soviet lile'. 19

Aspects of the Tolstoyan tradition can of co-rrse be found in the
~rk of other Soviet writers. Mikhail Sholokhov, Bulat Okudzhava,
Yurii Bondarev, Viktor Nekrason, Grigorii Baklanov and Vasil' Bykov -
to nane but a few - ~e as nuch the heirs and exponents of the Tol
stoyan legacy as Grossman. Sholokhov would seem to enjoy the strong
est claim, and yet the philosophical specualtion and the restless
spirit of enquil:y v.hich infODTI War and Peace are absent .....Only in
Grossrn:m do we find a writer who canbines the 'truth of the trenches'
(okopnaia pravda) 23* with Tolstoy's unremitting quest for zreaning in
the historical precess. As Sirreon Lipkin puts it:

Grossman unfolded a panorama of one of the greatest battles,
and did it not only fran above, as if fran a helicopter,
fran where all the fronts, armies, corps and divisions are
visible. He saw it fra'll below, through the eyes of the sol
dier in the trench.Before him, only Tolstoy had seen war
in such a ~ fold rranner. 24

One facet of the critical response to the publication of Life and
Fate in the Soviet Union suggests that the search for the 'main l::cok'
is over. Many critics have explicitly eatpared Grossman's achieve
rent to that of Tolstoy in War and Peace. Anatolii Bocharov argued
that Grossman I s novel is I closest to the Russian epic tramtion which
was established by L. Tolstoy in War and Peace'. 2S Others, like Lev
Anninskii, recognised the parallels but sounded a note of caution and
even scepticism.

'!hey say there is much of Tolstoy here. But Grossman's
similarity to Tolstoy is too obvious to be as s~le as
it seems. The key Tolstoyan nove, 'at the tine when' ,
is absent fran Grossnan. Tolstoy interweaves and ties,
Grossnan places together and sets up collisions. 26

V. Kulish (an historian) < and V. Oskotsky (a literary critics) pro
vided the longest and roost detailed SOViet analysis of Life and Fate.
'I11ey dismiss the prize-winning novels of the seventies with pretensions
to 'Iblstoyan grandeur and profundity, such as Ivan Stadniuk' s war

* Editor's note: The original numbering of the footnotes has been pre
served, even though sections have been omitted.



(Voina, 1974-80) and Aleksandr Chakovskii' s Blockade (Blokada, 1968
75), arrogating that place to Llle and Fate. But they, too, qualify
this observation:

To correlate does not rrean to identify or pair exactly,
to rrake direct, literal analogies, seeking out arrong
Vasilii Grossrre.n' s heroes an Andrei Bolkonskii or a
Pierre Bezukhov•.. 28

Konstantin Silronov contends that dem3nds to create the new War
and Peace are ilTlpossible to ~lerrent because 'beaks like War and
Peace are not created twice I .29 canparison with Tolstoy \o.OUld have
been i.np:>ssible when these renarks were rrade in 1969, twenty years
before the publication of Life and Fate, at a tine when the novel
was under the strictest ban. Personal rivalries and ideological
considerations to one side, Sirronov' s rerrarks deserve- attention.
Naturally, the exact conditions which pertained to 1812, and to
the inception of War and Peace itself, cannot be duplicated, but
similarities certainly exist. S.:iIocmov himself lends support for
this idea when he says that during the Russo-Germm war 'War and
Peace lived as it ~e a second life in our consciousness' . 31 '!hat
War and Peace should strike such a deep chord in the Russian psyche
is not surprising. In the winter of 1941 with the Germans at the
gates of Moscow, war and Peace seem:Kl profoundly relevant, as SiJro
nov confinns:

Reading War and Peace at such a ti.Ire in oor life was
a deep shock, both in an aesthetic and in a rroral
sense, and one which renained forever in our rrarory. 32

Tolstoy was of :irmense importance for Grossrren. In his warti.rre
not.ebooks, extracts of which w.=re publishe:i in 1966, Grossrran re
calls his visit to Yasnaya Polyana after the Gerrrans had been evic
ted. Earlier visits had left him largely umrove<1, but now in the
midst of the war, Tolstoy, as for m:my others, acqu.i..res a deeper and
rore enotional appeal, and he felt "with striking force" that
"everything was one; that which~ mre than a hundred years
ago, and that which is happening now." 33 Tolstoy I s significance for
Grossrran does not recede after the war. In Li£e and Fate Tolstoy
is never far away. Grossman 1 s purpose is not difficult to discern..
The references to the Sevastopol Stories, war and Peace, '!he Cossacks
and Khadzhi Murat are one way of ackno.vledging not only the force of
the Tolstoyan tradition, but also his personal and artistic debt to
the great naster.

Arrong contemporary SOViet Russian writers, Grossrran provides the
mst eat{llete analysis of war. While paying tribute to Tolstoy, he
is no slavish imitator of the Tolstoyan epic tradition, but an inde
pendent, incisive and catholic mind of formidable proportions; this
is one reason, anong rrany, why the association with Tolstoy persists
throughout a study of Grossman, especially in Life and Fate. Per
haps the nost important reason resides in Grossrran I s devotion to
the truth. In his portrayal of war in the twentieth century, with
its indissoluble links to totalitarianism, Grossm:m has few equals.
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